SWASTIKA   OVER   HUNGARY
When I went to Hungary, in June 1938, I had immediately
noticed a vast change in the atmosphere. The air felt quite
different. I had last been there in the preceding January, when
Schuschnigg was there, the Roman Entente of Austria, Hungary
and Italy was still in existence,
Since then Austria had been annexed. Budapest looked just
the same, to the casual visitor. But for me, who have a sensitive
skin nowadays for political temperatures, all was different. I
felt, in the air, the same suspense, the same foreboding, the same
nervous expectation, compounded of hopes and fears, that I
remembered in Vienna before the annexation.
The feeling of the air in Prague was quite different. There, too,
was suspense, but without fear. The people knew that an ordeal
was coming, but thought it was to be ordeal by fire, and were
not afraid of it. In Budapest people knew intuitively that a change
was coming in Czechoslovakia and that any change there meant
changes in Hungary, but they could not foresee what these changes
would be, or how quickly they would come; one part of the
population hoped against hope that they would yet be avoided,
the other part dreaded that they would not come; and thus you
had, once more, that indescribable feeling, the chill that is thrown
by the shadow of clouded coming events.
The annexation of Austria, and the appearance of German
armies at the Hungarian frontier overnight, but an hour or two
distant from Budapest, had sent an electric shock through the
country and put the Jews in Budapest almost in panic. Now, in-
the summer, they were calmer again. Imredy, they told
themselves, was using a firm hand. The leader of the 'Hungarists'
(the Hungarian National Socialists), Major Franz Szaldsi, was in
prison with a three-year sentence before him, noisy demonstrations
in the streets had been checked, perhaps all would yet be well.
For my part, I doubted it. Imredy was trying to do just what
Papen and Schuschnigg had tried to do — to take the wind out of
the Hungarists' sails by doing a little of the things they demanded.
The method had failed elsewhere and, with a new German success
impending in Czechoslovakia, I could not believe that it would

